MSWS Degree Requirements for student ____________________ Date __________

Core

CS662 AI
CS680 Web Systems and Algorithms
CS682 Distributed software development
CS621 Network programming
OR, CS685 Wireless Sensor Networks
CS??? Privacy and Security
CS690 Masters project part

Elective ____(commonly CS212)______________
Elective ____(600 level course)______________

Up to 4 directed research or practicum units apply as 1 elective

OR, for Entrepreneurship Emphasis students (instead of electives)

MBA 6605 Small Business Ventures (2 units)
MBA 6601 Entrepreneurial Management (2 units)
MBA 6603 Creativity & Innovation (2 units)
MBA 660x Corporate Entrepreneurship (2 units)

Potential plan of study:

__________ ________ ________
__________ ________ ________
__________ ________ ________

Notes:
____________________________________________________________